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Abs缸act：The science of complexity studies the behavior and properties of complex systems in nature and human society． 

Particular interest has been put on their certain simple common properties．Symmetry is one of such properties．Symmetric 

phenomena can be found in many complex systems．Th e purpose of this paper is to reveal the internal reason of the symmetry． 

Using some physical systems and geometric objects，the paper shows that many symmetries ate caused by optimization under certain 

criteria．It has also been revealed that an evolutional process may lead to symmetry． 
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1 Symmetry --a property of complex 

systems 

An iInportant objective of the science of complexity is to 

reveal the properties of complex systems and to find its 

causes so as to apply it．Self-organization，powerlaw etc are 

properties ofcomp lex systems which are founded m the real 

world ll J．Small world，scale free，etc．are characteristics of 

networks l2J．Symmetry，which is fam~Rr to most people， 

is also aI1 important nature of the complex world and has 

been studied by many researchers．What is syrrmaetry?[3] 

gives an infomaal definition as follows：‘‘The idea of 

symmetry can be viewed in very different ways ：111e 

nalTowest interpretation is limited to tw o-sided symmetry， 

as applied more or less exacdy，to the extemal form of the 

human body．111e broadest interpretation understands by 

symmetry the property of any~ ng that is in some way 

regular an d shows repetm ous ． 1 ● ' ·· '' 

In modem mathematics symmetry is explained as a kind 

of invariance．Precisely，a set of objects is said to hold a 

symmetry if there exists a group，such that the geometric 

shapes or certain properties of the set are invariant under 

group action． 

Symmetry is also important for dy~mic systems  and 

particularly for control systems[4]．A natural problem is： 

How the symmetry of comp lex systems  is caused? Th ere 

are few researches which have been done for this
． A 

COlTllnordy observed phenomenon is： most creatures are 

highly symmetric．Is it occasional?The answer is“No”．In 

the process of evolution，there are some un-syrrmaetric 

creatures ．But in the process，the strong comp etitive power 

to survive comp etition has enabled the creatures with 

symmetric bodies to succeed．In this sense，the optimization 

of nature selected symmetry． 

Among the planar graphs with a fixed perimeter．circle 

encloses the largest area．Among  the bodies with a fixed 

surface area，sphere encloses the largest volume
． Th ese are 

well known facts and prove that optimization leads to 

symmetry． 

Th e purpose ofthis paper is to exp lore and further prove 

this assertion：optimization leads to symmetry
． Th e rest of 

this paper is organized as follows：Section 2 investigates 

some physical systems  to see that minilTlUlTl energy leads to 

symmetry；Geometric symmetry is studied in Section 3；In 

Section 4．we use aI1 example to show that certain 

syrrmaetries are the results of dynamic evolutions． 

2 Symmetries of physical systems 

In this section，we stu@ some simple examples of 

physical systems  to prove that minimizing energy leads to 

symmecry· 

Example 2．1 Suppose there are n resistances Rl，R2， 

⋯

，
Rn that are connected in the parallel way and satisfy the 

condition that∑R R(Fig．1)．If the voltage U 

pressing upon them is corlstant，then the total power P 

ipated is P= 瓦1．NoW c der such a 

question：what conditions Ri should be satisfied to minimize 

the total power P?In order to solve this problem．we first 

defin e a L nge fimction 
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where iS tl1e Lagrange c。nstant．se OL
= 0， l，2， 

⋯

，
n，．We have 

一  去+ =0(i_l，2，⋯， 
So Rl： R2： ⋯ = R = 

under these condidom the 

miniinUlT1．So we can say 

dissipating the least energy is svmmemc 

F ．1 Symmetry of circuit 

Example 2．2 Consider the conical pendulum (see 

Fig．2)．The pendulum str~g，whose length is l，can slide 

ely．1l+ 12= Z．The pendulum masses are ml and m2 

respectively and js ml+ m2 M．The axis is rotating 

with aI1 arIgular velocity∞．It is easy to verify that the 

whole kinedc energy ofthe pendulum bobs is 

E ： 1 
m lOa
2f}sin2 1+ 1 rP~20a2珞in2 2， 

where 

r = ml ll= m2CO l2， 

{Tcos0l mlg， 
L Tcos02 mzg． 

and T is the tensile force．The above equations together 

、 th the conditions about pendulum length and mass 

induce the foUowing constraints： 

ml Ii— m2lz 0， 

，nlcos02一 m2eos0l 0， 

CO Z2cos02一g ： 0， 

Zl+ Z2一 Z： 0， 

，nl+ m2一 M ： 0． 

aL 

arn1 

0L 

am， 

=  

1
∞ z}sin20l+2ll+~Acos02+p=0， 

=  

1
∞  踟 n2 2—2l2一／1cos l+p=0， 

OL
= m l(．O2 n2 l+ ml+ ：o， 

OL
= m2~O2f2si 2一 m2+p~o2eos 2+e=0， 

aL 

0cos0l— 

aL 

0cos0，一 

ml∞ l~eosOl一,um2 0， 

m2∞ l~eosO2+,uml+ z2 0． 

Combining(1)and(2)，we have 

(2) 

m。：m2： ，fl_f2=薹， ml ， l 2 _1。’ 
cos cos 羞， 

gl (3) 
一  

’ lD ’ 

： 一  

Mw

广

Zl
，

p： 一一 ， 一 2 —4g2 

8oJz ‘ 

It is easy to see that under constraint(1)，the total kinetic 

energy reaches the miniinllrn when ml ，n2，Ii 12，01 

= 02．This example also shows that the least kinetic energy 

leads to syrmnetry． 

Pig．2 Symmetry offlexible conical pendulum 

In this section we consider some geometric symmetries 

(1) deduced by opdn~ng certain quantities． 

Define a I．agange fimcdon as： 

：  

1 tO,10a2 z；sin2 l+ 1 m2OJ2 zisin2 2 

+ (mlll—m2l2)+ (mlcos02一m2cos01) 

+』D(CO l2cos02一g)+ (Zl+Z2一Z) 

+ (，nl+，n2一M)． 

I￡t 

Example 3．1 Consider inscribed polygons ofn sides 

ofa circle(Fig．3)．It carl be proved that the inscribed n 

polygon of the largest area must be regular．To interpret 

this．one only needs to prove that ifthe sum 01+ 02= 00 

is a constant．the slim area ofthe two triangles△OAB and 

2~OBC reaches n1ax．Ⅱn啪 if 0l 02．In fact，the whole 

area is 

S ： 1 sin0l+1 RZ
sin02 

∑ 

I1 

L  
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： R2sin cos 

： n 。。 ． 

Obviously when 01 02，the area reaches the maxilnunq 

Fig．3 MaxirilulI1 area oftwo sector triangles 

Example 3．2 Consider inscribed tetrahedrons of a 

sphere(Fig．4)．Firstly，ifthe points A，B，C are fixed，it is 

easy to check that the volume oftetrahedron D-ABC is the 

largest ifD is on the line which is perpendicular to AABC 

and a~ough the circumcenter of it，and here the height h 

： OO + R．In fact．if there is another point D on the 

sphere other than D，then the height of tetrahedron 

D'-ABC is h = OO + RsinO < h．so Vo，
一 ABC < 

VO
—
ABC；Secondly，if we fix the auiTle D of tetrahedron 

D-ABC and let points A，B，C moving on the plane 

determined by the orig~-A points A，B，C，then one sees 

easily that wh en AABC is the inscribed equilateral tnangle 

ofcircle 0 ，S 嬲is ofthe largest area(see Example 3．1) 

mad so is the volum e vD| C． 

Fig．4 Maxilnurn volume of circumscribed pyramid 

Simi~ly，each face should be all equilateral triaI e． 

Therefore，the tetrahedron ABCD with larg~t volum e is a 

regular one． 

4 Symmetry as a result of evolution 

It was mentioned that the evolution of creatures in the 

395 

nature leads to symmetry of bodies．In this section we use 

an example to describe a symmetry generated by a dynamic 

evolution． 

Cychc pursuit is a long discussed problem[5～7 J．We 

modify the simple pursuit to all attraction-repulsion 

process，which is similar to[8]． 
Example 4．1 Assum e there are three particles on a 

plane，say Pl，P2，P3，Pi pursuits Pi+1 when II Pi一 

+1 lI > ；otherwise，Pf repulses from P (For 

notational ease，P4：=P1)．The model is described as 

户 =(P +1一Pf)(1I P +1一P lI一 )，i=1，2，3． 

(4) 

W e want to show that as t斗 o。．the triangle AP1 P2P3 

wiu converge to an equilateral u~gle． 

Deno~ by zi=( )=P + 一P c =·，2，3 ，then 
we have 

㈡= )c 
一 ( 2 2一 ，i=·，2，3． 

Define 

= √ ；+Y；一 ，i：1，2，3． 

Ifwe can prove that (t) 0 as t o。，then it implies 

that 

lI P 一P lI一 ，i：1，2，3． 

Th at is，the trian e converges to an equilateral one．Now 

，1= — =； 1
= [XiX +1 r +1一 r +YiYi+l ri+l一)， r ] ： 丽  + + 一 + 一y 

=一r (rf+ )+ (确 +1+)，批 1)． 

Choosing a Lyapunov fimction as 

=  1(r}+r；+r；)， 

then we have 

=一r + )+ ( 2+y1y2) 

一 r2(r2+ )+ ( 3+Y2y3) 
， ’ 十 U  

— r2(r3+ + ( +Y3y )．(5) 

Note that 

XiX +1+)， +1=( ， +1) 

≤ lI lIII钆1 lI 

= √ ；+)， ~／ +1+)， +1 
= ( + )( +1+ )，i=1，2，3． 

(6) 
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Plu~ _g them into(5)，we have 

≤一(r{+ri+r；一rl r；一r2 r；一r3r}) 

一  (r{+r；+r；一rl r2一r2r3一r3 r1)． 

using the inequality l9 J： 

r z≤ P

p

l

r + ，p = pl+ 

we have V ≤ 0． 

Note that from (6) =0 if and ol if 

：  ：  ， (7) 
Y1 2 3 

which means Pl，P2，P3 lie on a straight line．An easy 

geometric argument shows that if(7)does not hold at t= 

0，it can never be true for all t> 0． 

We conclude that in the attraction-repulsion model(4)， 

the 廿iar1 e formed by three particles converge to an 

equilateral廿iar1 e． 

Symmetry is one of the most important characteristics in 

real world．M any complex systems have this property．The 

purpose ofthis paper is to explore the reason for symmetry． 

It Was found that in many Cases optimizations lead to 

symnaetries．In this paper this chilli has been demonstrated 

by several examples in three aspects：1) physical 

phenomena；2)geometry；3)dynamic evolution． 

It is also helpful to assume certain symmetries when an 

optimization problem ，involving several simJ~ parts，is 

considered． 
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